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Abstract. While plasma treatment of skin diseases and wound healing has been proven highly effective, the 

underlying mechanisms, and more in general the effect of plasma radicals on skin tissue, are not yet completely 

understood. In this paper, we perform ReaxFF-based reactive molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the 

interaction of plasma generated OH radicals with a model system composed of free fatty acids, ceramides, and 

cholesterol molecules. This model system is an approximation of the upper layer of the skin (stratum corneum).  

All interaction mechanisms observed in our simulations are initiated by H-abstraction from one of the ceramides. 

This reaction, in turn, often starts a cascade of other reactions, which eventually lead to the formation of 

aldehydes, the dissociation of ceramides or the elimination of formaldehyde, and thus eventually to the 

degradation of the skin barrier function. 

 

PACS codes: 52.65.Yy, 87.10.Tf, 87.15.ap, 52.40.-w 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Biomedical applications of cold atmospheric plasmas (CAPs) are attracting a great deal of interest 

in the scientific community and are becoming one of the main topical areas of plasma research [1-6]. 

Nowadays, many experimental works are devoted to the treatment of biomedically relevant surfaces 

by CAPs. This includes sterilization or disinfection of non-living surfaces (e.g., microbial deactivation 

of surgical and medical tools, heat-sensitive and packaging materials, food and food product lines, as 

well as seeds [7-15]) and treatment of living surfaces (e.g., treatment of skin diseases, cancer 

treatment, blood coagulation, as well as dermatological wound healing [6, 16-21]). 

CAPs produce a large variety of biomedically active agents, such as reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

(e.g., O, OH, H2O2, O3) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) (e.g., NO, NO2, HNO2). These species are 

thought to be the most important for biomedical applications [22]. For instance, some of the 

experimental studies revealed that O and OH play a dominant role in the inactivation of bacteria, 

whereas other plasma-generated components (e.g., UV photons, charged particles, electric fields, and 

heat) have a minor contribution [23-26]. CAP sources are also able to kill bacteria that cause infections 

in skin wounds and ulceration without having a negative effect on human tissue [27-29]. Note that the 

treatment of such infections with conventional antibiotics is often problematic. Thus, CAPs can be 

effectively used in dermatology (for skin disinfection/antisepsis), while having no damage to the 

sensitive surface of biomaterials. This is more likely due to their nontoxic character (i.e., they can be 

sustained in nontoxic gases, such as argon, hydrogen, or oxygen, which is relatively safe to e.g., 

medical staff, as well as to the environment) and their non-thermal nature, which is ideal for heat-

sensitive materials, as the gas temperature of CAPs is below the destruction threshold. 

Despite the increasing interest in CAPs for various biomedical applications, accurate control of the 

processes occurring in the plasma and more importantly at the surface of living cells (i.e., in the 

contact region of the plasma with the bio-organisms) still remains a big challenge, although some 

fundamental investigations were already carried out by experiments (see e.g., [30-33]). 

Computer simulations, on the other hand, can provide fundamental information about processes 

occurring in the plasma and at the surface of living cells. However, until now only few modeling 

efforts have been made, especially with respect to the interaction of plasma with living organisms. A 

recent review provides an overview of the current state-of-the-art and possible future directions [34]. 

Recently, we have performed a number of reactive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to study 

the interaction mechanisms of ROS with several types of relevant biomolecules at the atomic level 



[35-40]. Specifically, we have investigated the interaction of ROS with peptidoglycan (an important 

component of the cell wall of gram-positive bacteria) [36, 37] and with lipid A (a toxic part of the 

outer cell wall of gram-negative bacteria) [38] as well as with a liquid water layer as a simple model 

system for the biofilm covering the bacteria [39]. Moreover, we have also studied the interaction of O 

and OH radicals with α-linolenic acid, which is a model system for the free fatty acids present in the 

upper skin layer [40]. 

In the present study, we further extend the latter work, using a more realistic model system for the 

upper skin layer (stratum corneum; SC), based on various experimental results [41-43]. This model 

system is composed of free fatty acids, ceramides, and cholesterol molecules. Although this still 

remains an approximation of the real system, where the stratum corneum is surrounded by a water 

layer and other species (e.g. RNS, O, O2 and H2O) are able to react with the upper skin layer, the 

complexity of this model has drastically improved compared to our previous study [40]. 

This study is of great importance to better understand the fundamental phenomena occurring in the 

upper skin layer upon impact of plasma generated OH radicals. For instance, it is of great interest to 

investigate whether plasma species can affect the skin barrier function and contribute to pore 

formation in the skin layer, due to the dissociation of for instance the ceramides, or whether they give 

rise to the formation of specific molecules, that can be either harmful or beneficial for the human 

body. The model system under study and the simulation setup will be explained in section 2. The 

calculation results will be presented in section 3, while section 4 discusses the possible implications of 

this study. Finally, the conclusions will be given in section 5. 

 

 

2. Simulation setup 
 

In MD simulations, the time evolution of all the atoms in the system is calculated by integrating the 

equations of motion. The forces acting on the atoms are obtained as the negative derivative of the 

interatomic interaction potential, also called “force field”, between these atoms. As we are interested 

in the breaking and formation of bonds to investigate the damage of structures, we need to make use of 

a reactive force field. In this work, we use the ReaxFF potential – a classical force field, which was 

originally developed for hydrocarbons [44], but soon expanded to a variety of other elements. It is 

currently one of the most widely parameterized reactive force fields available. It accurately simulates 

bond breaking/formation processes, commonly approaching quantum mechanical (QM) accuracy. 

Thus, it serves as a link between QM and empirical (non-reactive) force fields [45]. ReaxFF is capable 

of describing both covalent and ionic bonds, as well as the entire range of intermediate interactions. A 

more detailed description of the energy terms used in ReaxFF and the parameters used in this study 

can be found in [46] and [47], respectively. 

In this work, we study the interaction of OH radicals with a mixture of ceramides, cholesterol and 

free fatty acids, using reactive MD simulations. Note that the system under investigation is placed in a 

vacuum, i.e. without a surrounding water layer, making this model system an approximation of the 

real stratum corneum. In this real system other radicals or molecules that are created by the plasma or 

that are abundant in ambient air (e.g., O, O2, H2O or RNS) can also react with the stratum corneum. 

These species were, however, not investigated for the following reasons. Firstly, oxygen radicals were 

not investigated as preliminary results showed that they reacted according to the same reaction 

mechanism as OH radicals. Indeed, oxygen radicals would in the real system react with surrounding 

water molecules leading to the formation of new OH radicals [39]. Secondly, water and O2 don’t cause 

any bond-breaking reactions in the model. Lastly, O3 and RNS are not included as the applied force 

field is not able to describe the interactions of these species correctly. [38] 

The advantage of MD simulations is that no assumptions need to be made regarding the interaction 

mechanisms that take place, so they are ideally suited to study complex chemical reactions. Indeed, the 

interaction processes follow automatically from the force field and the integration of the equations of 

motion.  

The potential energy of the system is determined by the spatial distribution of all atoms in the 

system. Because we describe the individual atoms in the system, we can only simulate a small part of 

the real skin layer in order to avoid excessively long calculation times. We thus construct a simulation 

box containing a mixture of ceramides, cholesterol molecules and fatty acids, and apply periodic 



boundary conditions in the x and y directions, to mimic a larger system. To account for heat 

dissipation from the box, the Nosé-Hoover thermostat is applied, using a relaxation constant of 25 fs 

[48, 49], which takes away the extra heat released in exothermic reactions or delivers the energy 

needed for endothermic reactions. All simulations are carried out at a temperature of 300 K and the 

MD time-step used in our simulations was set to 0.1 fs. 

The simulation box under study, illustrated in figure 1A, is a box of 11 Å x 22 Å x 90 Å, consisting 

of 9 ceramides, 4 cholesterol molecules and 3 free fatty acids. The arrangement of the different 

molecules is based on experimental results [41-43]. A schematic representation is shown in figure 1B 

and the ceramides considered in this model are represented in figure 2. The stratum corneum is 

represented as a lamellar structure (bilayer) with a periodicity of 45 Å. The upper layer consists of 

ceramide molecules, while the bottom layer contains ceramides as well as cholesterol molecules. The 

free fatty acids are placed randomly in between these two layers. CER [EOS], which plays an 

important role in the formation of this multi-layered structure, is able to span a layer and extend to the 

adjacent layer. These ceramides are used because they occur most frequently in human SC, as 

demonstrated experimentally [50]. The free fatty acid in this model system is -linolenic acid, which 

is chosen because it serves as a good model for other unsaturated fatty acids that might be present in 

the SC, since it contains an average number of unsaturated bonds and it has an average carbon chain 

length. 

To construct the simulation box, the different molecules were structured in the z-direction as shown 

in figure 1. In addition, an orthorhombic packing was chosen in the xy-plane, as this is the most 

frequently observed packing in healthy SC [51]. Subsequently, an external pressure was applied in all 

directions to acquire a density of 1.23 g.cm
-3

, which is in agreement with experimental values [52]. To 

prevent the entire structure from drifting through space during the simulation, the atoms in the bottom 

5 Å were restrained so that they could only move in the xy-plane. However, this will not influence the 

results, as the observed reactions will only occur in the upper 10 Å (see below). 

 



 

 

90 

Å 

Figure 1: (A) Model system under study. The red, grey, blue and small white spheres 

represent O, C, N and H atoms, respectively. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in 

the x and y directions. In figure (B), a schematic representation is shown. 
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The nomenclature of the different ceramides is based on the following rules. The first letter (A, N and 

EO) refers to the fatty acid chain which is present in the ceramide. A refers to an α-hydroxy fatty acid, 

N to a non-hydroxy fatty acid, and EO to an esterified ω-hydroxy fatty acid. The last letter (S, H and 

P) refers to the sphingoid which is present in the ceramide. S refers to sphingosine, H to 6-hydroxy 

sphingosine and P to phytosphingosine [50]. 

To investigate the interactions of the model system with OH radicals, which originate from the 

plasma, 15 OH radicals were placed above the structure (figure 1A) beyond the cutoff of the force 

field at a distance of 10 Å. All impinging OH radicals were launched towards the target with the same, 

fixed, initial velocity according to a kinetic energy of 0.026 eV, corresponding to 300 K. The velocity 

of all other atoms is controlled by the Nosé-Hoover thermostat, ensuring a Maxwellian velocity 

distribution at a temperature of 300 K.  The lateral starting positions of the OH radicals were chosen 

randomly, while the initial distance from the target was beyond the cut-off of the potential, creating 

450 different starting positions over the 30 simulations. The simulation time in each of the simulations 

was 200 ps. 

 

 

3. Results 
 

Our calculations predict that as soon as an OH radical interacts with the ceramides, which form the 

upper layer of the model, a first reaction takes place within 2 picoseconds. Because reactions only 

occurred in the upper 10 Å of the model system, no reactions were observed with the cholesterol or 

free fatty acids. The reaction which occurs most is an H-abstraction of an alcohol group, forming H2O. 

The total number of H-abstractions observed in our simulations, was 330. In 210 cases (i.e., 64%), no 

further reaction occurred within the simulation time of 200 ps. In the remaining 36% (i.e., 120 cases), 

the reaction product reacts further with a new OH radical, and several different reactions may occur, 

with the formation of either carbonyl functional groups or imines; see Table 1 for the relative 

occurrence of these reactions. As is clear from this table, the dissociation of a ceramide into two 

aldehydes occurs most frequently (after a first H-abstraction), meaning that this reaction has the lowest 

energy barrier of all reactions shown in the table. 

In the following sections, these reactions will be discussed, with their corresponding reaction 

mechanism. To make the schematic representations of the different reactions more clear, only the 

ceramide which reacts will be shown in each figure. 

 

 Figure 2: Ceramides included in the model system: CER [EOS] (A), CER [NH] (B), CER [AP] (C)    

and CER [AH] (D) 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 



Table 1: Relative occurrence of the different reactions occurring during the simulations, after a first 

H-abstraction. The percentage is based on the total number of 120 reactions, proceeding after the first 

H-abstraction (see text). 

Reaction Percentage 

Aldehyde formation 28.6 % 

Dissociation of ceramide into two aldehydes 42.9 % 

Dissociation of ceramide into aldehyde and imine 19.0 % 

Formation of formaldehyde 9.5 % 

 

3.1 Aldehyde formation  
 

Figure 3 illustrates aldehyde formation upon two subsequent impacts of OH radicals on a ceramide. 

The reaction is shown for CER [EOS], but it also occurred with the other ceramides. In the first step, 

an H atom is abstracted from the alcohol group, which is the most acidic proton present (see green 

circle in step (B-C)). This creates an O radical on the ceramide, which leaves the system in an unstable 

configuration. Upon impact of a new OH radical, a second H atom is abstracted from the adjacent C 

atom (see red circle in step (D)), creating an aldehyde (see blue circle in step (E)). In both H-

abstraction reactions, water is formed. Figure 4 illustrates the reaction mechanism of this reaction. 

 



 
 

  

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the oxidation of an alcohol, forming an aldehyde, upon 

two subsequent impacts of OH radicals on CER [EOS]. In (A) the initial alcohol group is shown 

(orange circle). In step (B) (at t=6 ps) a first H atom is abstracted, from the OH group of the 

alcohol (see green circle in step (B-C)). At the same time, an H atom is also abstracted from the 

second alcohol group in the ceramide (see black circle in step (B)), which is however not 

important for this reaction, as it simply results in an O radical. In step (D) (at t=45 ps), an H 

atom from the adjacent C atom is abstracted (see red circle in step (D)), leading to the 

formation of an aldehyde (see blue circle in step (E)). 
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In figure 4, the average bond length of the C-O bond (which is oxidized during the reaction) is 

indicated, to illustrate that this bond shortens during the reaction (from 1.41 Å to 1.21 Å), which 

corresponds to the transition from a single to a double bond. 

 

3.2 Dissociation of ceramide CER [AP] into two aldehydes 

 

Figure 5 illustrates the dissociation of ceramide CER [AP], leading to the formation of two 

aldehydes. Important to note is that this reaction is only possible for CER [AP], due to the need for 

two vicinal OH groups that are only present in this ceramide. The corresponding reaction mechanism 

is illustrated in figure 6. In the first step, an O radical abstracts an H atom from the alcohol group (see 

blue circles in step (A-B)). Note that this O radical can be created in-situ by the reaction of two 

impinging OH radicals or by H-abstraction from an impinging OH radical due to a ceramide radical. 

Alternatively, however, the O radical can also be created in other ways in the SC, or directly originate 

from the plasma.  

This H-abstraction from the alcohol group creates a new OH radical plus an O radical on the 

ceramide. This, or another, OH radical abstracts another H atom from an adjacent alcohol group (see 

green circles in step (C)). The formed diradical structure dissociates very fast (within 2 ps) which is 

shown in the last step. Here, the central C-C bond dissociates, forming two aldehydes (see orange 

circles in step (E)).  
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Figure 4: Reaction mechanism of the oxidation of an alcohol to an aldehyde upon two subsequent 

impacts of OH radicals on ceramide CER [EOS]. The time-averaged bond lengths of the relevant C-O 

bond are also indicated (see text). 
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Figure 5: Schematic representation of the dissociation of CER [AP] upon subsequent impacts of an O 

and an OH radical. In the first step (at t=10 ps), an O radical abstracts an H atom from an alcohol 

group (see blue circles in step (A-B)). Then (at t=27 ps), another (or the newly formed) OH radical 

abstracts the H atom from the second alcohol group (see green circles in step (C)). In step (E) (at t=29 

ps), the C-C bond is broken, leading to the formation of two aldehydes (see orange circles in step (E)). 
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In figure 6, the average bond lengths of the bonds involved in the reaction are again indicated. One can 

see that the bond length of the central C-C bond gradually increases (from 1.56 Å to 1.72 Å) before it 

eventually breaks. The C-O bond lengths, on the other hand, gradually decrease (from around 1.44 Å 

to 1.21 Å), indicating the transition from single to double bonds. 

 

3.3 Dissociation of a ceramide into an aldehyde and an imine 

 

Figure 7 illustrates another possible pathway for the dissociation of a ceramide, in this case leading 

to the formation of an aldehyde and an imine. This dissociation reaction is possible for every ceramide 

present in the model, because the essential part (a vicinal amino-alcohol group) is present in each of 

the ceramides. The corresponding reaction mechanism is illustrated in figure 8. In the first step, an OH 

radical abstracts an H atom from an alcohol group of the ceramide (see green circles in step (A)), again 

leading to the formation of water and an O radical on the ceramide (see (B)). In the second step, the H 

of the amine is abstracted by a new OH radical (see orange circles in step (C-D)), resulting in the 

formation of a new water molecule plus an N radical on the ceramide. This is a very slow step, due to 

the high stability of the amine. In the final step, which occurs shortly after the previous step, a C-C 

bond of the ceramide dissociates (see purple circle in step D), leading to the formation of an imine and 

an aldehyde (see blue circles in step E).  

Figure 6: Reaction mechanism of the dissociation of CER [AP] upon impact of an O radical, followed by 

the impact of an OH radical. The time-averaged bond lengths of the relevant C-O and C-C bonds are 

also indicated (see text). 
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Figure 7: Schematic representation of the dissociation of CER [NH] upon two subsequent impacts of OH 

radicals. The first step (at t=2 ps) is an abstraction of an H atom from an alcohol group (see green circles in 

step (A)). Then (at t=108 ps), a new OH radical abstracts the H atom of the amine (see orange circles in 

step (C-D)). In the final step (at t=120 ps), the ceramide dissociates, leading to the formation of an imine 

and an aldehyde (see blue circles in step (E)).  



 
 

Again, the average bond lengths of the bonds involved in the reaction are shown in figure 8. The 

central C-C bond becomes longer during the reaction, from 1.62 Å to 1.75 Å, before it eventually 

breaks. The C-N bond shortens during the reaction, from 1.51 Å to 1.21 Å, corresponding to the 

transition from an amine (single bond) to an imine (double bond). Similarly, the C-O bond length 

drops from 1.44 Å to 1.23 Å, also corresponding to the transition from a single to a double bond. 

 

3.4 Formation of formaldehyde 

 

The last reaction which occurred during our simulations, is the formation of formaldehyde upon 

impact of an O radical, which may again be created upon reaction of two OH radicals (see section 3.2 

above) or directly originate from the plasma. This reaction is illustrated in figure 9. The corresponding 

reaction mechanism is shown in figure 10. In the first step, an O radical abstracts an H atom from an 

alcohol group of the ceramide (see green circles in step (A-B) in figure 9), leaving an O radical on the 

ceramide. In the next step, an H atom is abstracted from the amine group by a new OH radical (see 

blue circles in step (B-C)), which leads to the dissociation of the ceramide and the formation of 

formaldehyde (see red circles in step (B-C)). The dissociation occurs immediately after the second H-

abstraction (i.e. within one picosecond). Due to this dissociation, an imine is formed on the ceramide. 

This reaction thus proceeds by a mechanism very similar to the one discussed in section 3.3, i.e., a 

vicinal amino alcohol is oxidized, leading to the cleavage of the central C-C bond.  
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Figure 8: Reaction mechanism of the dissociation of CER [NH] upon two subsequent impacts of OH 

radicals. The time-averaged bond lengths of the relevant C-C, C-N and C-O bonds are also indicated (see 

text). 
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Figure 9: Schematic representation of the formation of formaldehyde upon impact of an O and an OH 

radical on CER [NH]. The first step (at t=28 ps) is an H abstraction from an alcohol group (see green 

circles in step (A-B)). Subsequently (at t=38 ps), an H atom is abstracted from the amine group upon impact 

of the OH radical (see blue circles in step (B-C)), which leads to the dissociation of the ceramide and the 

formation of formaldehyde (see red circles in step (B-C)).  



 
 

In figure 10, the average bond lengths of the bonds involved in the reaction are again indicated for 

each step. The bond length of the central C-C bond increases from 1.56 Å to 1.72 Å before it 

eventually breaks. The bond lengths of the C-O and C-N bonds, which are oxidized from single to 

double bonds (i.e., from alcohol to ketone and from amine to imine, respectively), clearly decrease 

during the reaction.  

 

 

4. Discussion 
 

The SC forms the upper layer of mammalian skin tissue and serves as a barrier between the 

organism and the external environment. This lipid barrier protects the underlying tissue against 

penetration of harmful substances (i.e., chemicals), infections and water loss. Modifying the structure 

of the SC may therefore result in a loss of its protective nature and in an increased permeability. It is 

reported that multiple skin diseases, i.e. atopic dermatitis and ichthyosis [53-56], are (partially) a result 

of an altered lipid composition in the SC, which often results in the disturbance of the skin function 

(e.g., dry skin). On the other hand, a temporary and location specific skin permeability proves to be 

useful in medical applications, like enhancing cutaneous drug delivery [57-59], although in some cases 

a higher permeability may also increase the risk of infections at the same time. 

Figure 10: Reaction mechanism of the formation of formaldehyde upon impact of an O and an OH 

radical on CER [NH]. The time-averaged bond lengths of the relevant C-C, C-N and C-O bonds are 

also indicated (see text). 
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Our simulations suggest that the reaction of OH radicals with lipids, found in the SC, results in the 

oxidation of these lipids. Indeed, in all cases we see a drop in the hydroxyl groups and a rise in the 

carbonyl groups (from C-OH to C=O). The oxidation of the hydroxyl groups goes hand in hand with a 

drop in C-C bonds in the structure, i.e., we see the formation of aldehyde groups through various 

reaction pathways, all of which are triggered by H-abstractions. Such oxidation reactions of alcohols 

into aldehydes are commonly described in the organic chemistry literature (e.g., [60,61]). Also the 

oxidation of vicinal diols (see section 3.2 above) is a common reaction described in literature [62,63]. 

Often these reactions are performed using a catalyst to avoid harsh conditions (like the need for free 

radicals). However, in the case of plasma medicine, free radicals are present, which allow such 

reactions to proceed more easily.  

The observed behaviour, i.e., oxidation of alcohols into aldehydes, is in line with our previous 

results, where we investigated the oxidation of α-linolenic acid [40], yielding aldehyde formation due 

to the oxidation of hydroxyl groups, and with experimental results obtained by Marschewski et al. [64] 

and by Klarhöfer et al. [65]. Both experimental studies have investigated the interaction between a 

CAP and the SC or cellulose, respectively. Marschewski et al. [64] used X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy to investigate the chemical modification of the lipids found in the SC, before and after 

plasma treatment. They reported an overall decrease of the aromaticity and the total number of C-C 

bonds, along with an increased signal corresponding to C-O, C=O, C-N and N-C-O bonds. Indeed, 

they observed a significant O enrichment of the treated samples, in agreement with the experimental 

results of Klarhöfer et al. [65] for cellulose. Note that we only investigated the interaction with OH 

radicals (and formed O atoms) while the experimental observations are a result of the synergy between 

all reactive species originating from the plasma and the treated skin. This might explain why our 

results do not predict a rise in C-O bonds, which may be the result from reactions between the radicals, 

found on the unsaturated lipids after H-abstraction, and O2 originating from the plasma or the 

atmosphere [66,67]. 

The oxidation predicted by our simulations also leads to the breaking of important structural bonds 

in the lipids, i.e., the dissociation of the ceramides (see section 3.2 and 3.3). Note that this may lead to 

pore formation, increasing the permeability of the treated skin for hydrophilic substances. Indeed, 

Lademann et al. [68] investigated the permeability by applying a dye to the skin, treated with or 

without CAPs, and the hydrophilic dye showed a higher permeability through the plasma-treated skin, 

which the authors linked to the changes found in the SC after plasma treatment. Leduc et al. [69] also 

investigated cell permeabilization upon treatment by a CAP, and reported that the plasma can create 

pores between 4.8 and 6.5 nm in radius. It should be realized, however, that in our simulations only 

chemical reactions with the upper 10 Å of the model system are observed. This may be due to the 

small simulation box, which is necessary to keep the calculation time reasonable (the average 

calculation time for this model is 1 month). The limited box, together with the short simulation time, 

prevents the dissociated ceramide parts to drift away from each other. As a result, pore formation is 

not really observed, making it more difficult for new impinging plasma species to travel deeper into 

the model structure. Nevertheless, we believe that pore formation, as a result of the dissociation of the 

ceramides, could in principle arise from our simulations, if the simulation box size and calculation 

time would be no limiting factors. 

Our simulations also predict that formaldehyde may be a possible reaction product of OH 

interacting with ceramides (see section 3.4). Formaldehyde is widely known as a disinfectant, able to 

kill many bacteria, viruses and fungi, thus it is able to exhibit an extra sterilizing effect on the treated 

area, in combination with the ROS of the plasma treatment [36,37,39]. On the other hand, 

formaldehyde is also a toxic chemical for organisms and can even induce DNA damage in mammalian 

cells, resulting in cancer [70]. However, due to the high reactivity, formaldehyde is probably 

consumed in other reactions in the plasma-skin chemistry, and we expect not too many toxic effects to 

the organism. Nevertheless, more experimental research about the effects of formaldehyde formation 

by plasma treatment is required. 

Finally, multiple studies showed the regeneration of healthy skin, in vivo, after plasma treatment, 

and demonstrated that no macroscopic effects were detected after a low dose of plasma treatment, i.e. 

no burns, inflammation, itching, or visible macroscopic changes [21,27,68,71]. The combination of the 

oxidation and enhanced permeability due to the breaking of important structural bonds (as seen in our 

results), the regeneration of the healthy skin and the sterilizing effect of plasma treatments will prove 



to be very interesting for many medical applications for skin treatment (i.e., enhanced drug delivery) 

with a very low risk of infections or damaging healthy cells.  

 

5. Conclusions 
 

Reactive MD simulations are performed using the Reax force field to study the interaction of OH 

(and in situ formed O) radicals with an approximate model system for the upper skin layer (i.e., the 

stratum corneum), consisting of ceramides, free fatty acids and cholesterol.  

All observed mechanisms start with H-abstraction from a ceramide. This H-abstraction often starts 

a cascade of other reactions, eventually leading to the formation of aldehydes, the dissociation of 

ceramides or the elimination of formaldehyde. These end products will most likely react further with, 

for example, new impinging radicals. Due to the limited simulation time (200 ps), however, these 

further reactions were not observed. Note that all ceramides were equally reactive, except for the 

reaction leading to the dissociation of a ceramide with the formation of two aldehydes; indeed, this 

reaction requires a vicinal diol, which is only present in CER [AP]. The reactions predicted by our 

simulations, i.e., the oxidation of alcohols (or vicinal diols) into aldehydes and the dissociation of 

ceramides, are commonly described in organic chemistry literature. 

One possible implication for the skin tissue is the permeabilization of the stratum corneum, due to 

the dissociation of the ceramides. Indeed, this could result in pore creation in the skin layer. These 

pores can be beneficial, e.g. when the goal of the plasma treatment is to hydrate dehydrated skin or 

enhance the delivery of drugs through the skin barrier. This process is for instance observed with cell 

membranes when a plasma treatment is applied to a cell culture [68,69]. Another important reaction is 

the elimination of formaldehyde from the skin, which could both be beneficial or harmful for our 

body. Formaldehyde is known to kill bacteria (i.e., it is used as a disinfectant), but it is also 

carcinogenic for humans. 

The simulations performed in this research helps to achieve a better understanding of the atomic-

level processes and mechanisms which occur when plasma species (OH radicals) interact with the 

upper layer (stratum corneum) of our skin tissue. 
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